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Abstract— This paper focuses on the design and analysis of the 

plastic injection mold for production of the charger upper 

cover ,that is the most commonly used in small household 

appliances to get the battery power , the model of plastic 

charger upper cover was designed in UG environment .The 

shape and internal structure of the part are more complicated 

and have outer dimensions the wall thickness is uniform, the 

charge upper cover was analyzed under side gates design and 

compare in two different locations with cooling system for 

optimum deign .The first design is a double cavity mold with a 

single-gate and secondary runner system in the side and at the 

middle of charge upper cover ,the second design is a double 

cavity mold with two gates and primary runner system, 

secondary runner system on the side of the product with the 

specific dimensions by mold flow that is possible to determine 

the plastic part elasticity and product quality ,it can also 

anticipate possible defects and deflections in the model to 

improve mold structure to achieve low production costs and to 

get high quality and efficiency. So, by comparing the results of 

analysis such as warpages we found that a double cavity mold 

with two gates in the side of the product is better than a single-

gate in the side at the middle of the product. 

Keywords: CAE; Injection Molding; Optimization design; 

Charger upper cover. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The injection mold process is the most commonly used 

process technology in manufacturing plastic especially 

nowadays the most popular method to produce 3-

dimensional parts of different kinds of polymeric materials. 

It is a suitable method for thermoplastics, thermosets, 

elastomers, short fiber, and particulate filled polymers; the 

injection molding process is an extremely used 

manufacturing process for plastic parts. The process is so 

versatile [1]. Injection molding is an engineering process 

that requires accurate planning and focuses on details of any 

product is to achieve its full potential, dimensional stability, 

defects free surface of products, excellent properties, less 

cost high efficiency, economy, and quality. It is a cost-

effective technique to produce small, complex-shaped, 

precision parts in enormous quantities [2]. The injection 

molding process consists of four important tasks: filling, 

packaging, cooling and ejection [3]. The most significant 

process parameters affecting the surface accuracy of 

products are melt temperature, injection pressure, packing 

pressure and packing time [4]. When manufacturing 

injection-molding parts, there are many factors affecting 

part’s final cost such as part design, manufacture time, 

temperature and pressure used. The types of resin chosen 

plastic materials are generally used in all parts of the 

industry. The most important reason is the material 

properties of the plastic. Some of these properties are 

lightweight, corrosion resistance, and ease of getting shaped. 

However, physical and chemical properties can be changed 

as desired [5]. The uses of injection-molded parts are 

numerous and growing with increasing demand from 

medical, automotive, industrial, household appliances, 

electronics covers of all equipment and many industries. 

Due to wide variety of plastics, the process performance and 

molding process of the materials are also very different. The 

selection of suitable plastic materials should be considered 

in terms of molding process characteristics, uses, and 

comprehensive performance. As growth continues, more 

manufacturers are replacing traditional materials such as 

wood, steel, and fiberglass with thermoplastic because of the 

physical and chemical properties of these materials. 

However, CAE has made a major impact on the design and 

manufacturing process in the injection industry in terms of 

both quality improved and cost reduction of applications of 

various computer simulation technique, however even more 

advanced techniques are demanded from this progressive 

industry. This paper is mainly for the injection mold design 

and mold flow analysis of the charger cover that is the most 

commonly used in small household appliances to obtain the 

battery power. In this paper, we design gates for multi-cavity 

injection molds for charger upper cover and cooling system 

and optimal warpage. The first design is the double cavity 

mold with a single-gate configuration while the second 

design is the double cavity mold with two gates 

configuration. The analysis results manifest that the double 

cavity mold with two gates configuration performs better 

than the double cavity mold with a single-gate configuration. 

The paper is arranged as follows: presents the design and 

molding process analysis then simulation analysis. Finally, 

conclusion. 

2 MOLDING PROCESS ANALYSIS 

2.1 Comprehensive analysis of the upper charger cover 

This paper is mainly for the injection mold deign and mold 

flow analysis for charge upper cover which is an electric 

product .It should be taken into consideration to choose 

suitable plastic material in terms of molding properties ,uses  

and overall performance .The material PP has the best high-

frequency insulation ,cheap, colorless, odorless, transparent, 

good in coloring, moldability,  good in hardness ,low 

moisture absorption ,tensile strength, pressure strength 

.Polypropylene has a large surface resistance, does not 

absorb water ,and has good heat resistance .Mainly used in 

electrical appliances[6].  

2.2 Design upper cover of the charger 

In this section we design injection mold design and model 

flow analysis of the charger cover. The cover is widely used 
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in small household appliances battery power, as shown in 

Fig.1. The shape and internal structure of the part are 

relatively complex. Its overall dimension is 101.7mm × 

49.9mm × 21.1mm, the wall thickness is basically uniform, 

the side wall thickness is 1.5mm, there are side holes, there 

are excessive fillets around, including some broken surfaces, 

which need to be repaired with mold tools. There are two 

side bulges on the inner walls of both sides of the part, and 

the size is 6.0mm × 2.0mm × 1.0mm, which need to be 

designed with side core pulling mechanism. The product 

demand is large, the appearance is beautiful and the quality 

is reliable. 
 

 

 
 

 

               
      
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

Fig. 1 Structure of charger upper cover 

 

 

 

3.  DESIGN OF GATES 

According to plastic injection mold design, the design of the 

runner and gating systems is the most important to realize a 

successful injection molding process [7]. The position of the 

injection gate is of great importance since it can affect the 

flow direction and melt solidification through and after 

filling [8]. Gate position is among the most critical factors in 

the achieving dimensionally accurate parts and high 

productivity of the molding process [9]. The gate is one of 

the most important parts in mold flow is where and how the 

gate must be located, as the size, shape, and location of the 

gate are important factors in how to build everything. It 

should determine the cavity layout of the charger cover 

according to the product requirements and the experiments, 

the beginning the design process adopted double cavity 

mold with a single-gate in the side at the middle of product 

and double cavity mold with two gates on the side of product 

with the specific dimensions, as shown in Figure2. Both 

products are under the same influential conditions complete 

analysis is done from the structural shape size, and thickness 

of wall of the product, and the side gates are selected and 

placed on the parting surface, to feed on the side of the 

plastic part. It is simple to remove the waste created by the 

casting system without influencing the appearance of the 

plastic part. The gate area is small, the melt is pressed and 

sheared before entering the cavity, the flow condition is 

improved, the molding is easy, the surface smoothness of the 

product is improved. The  

residual stress in the vicinity becomes small prevent 

deformation, cracking backflow. The cold sprue is tapered 

circular shape. That has dimensions the start diameter is 

6mm and end diameter is 2mm. Secondary runner’s 

diameter system is 5mm, the cold gate’s start diameter is 

5mm and the end diameter is 1mm. while the second design 

of side gates have is tapered circular shape that has 

dimensions the start diameter is 6mm and the end diameter 

2mm, primary runner’s diameter system is 5mm, secondary 

runner’s diameter system is 5mm.the cold gate’s start 

diameter is 5mm and the end diameter is 1mm. As shown in 

Figure 2. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    

  

 

 

 

 Fig 2(a). Double cavity mold with a single-gate                              Fig 2(b). Double cavity mold with two gates                            

4.  DESIGN OF COOLING SYSTEM 

The cooling stage is the most important stem amongst in 

injection mold [12]. It has critical role during the injection 

molding process [13] it determines the rate at which parts 

are produced, the quality of the cooling always affects the 

surface quality, crystallinity and leftover stress of the 

product. The generated effect by cooling system effectively 

reduces the molding cycle, improve product quality and 
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production efficiency, and reduce production costs [14], also 

the warp can be reduced, and to control of the formation of 

frozen layer and warpage, the appreciate selection of 

injection time melt temperatures [10], packing pressure [11], 

and packing time would be required. The design of the 

cooling system is such that the surface temperature of the 

mold is closed and the plastic part are cooled evenly, the 

cooling water passage should be as close as possible to the 

surface of the cavity. The distance from the cooling water 

hole to the surface of the cavity, is greater than 10mm. The 

proximity of the cooling passage to the molding portion, that 

is, the size of the heat conduction area and the length of the 

heat conduction distance, cooling channel length and 

arrangement the size of the cooling passage and the flow 

state of the cooling medium. Temperature difference 

between inlet and outlet coolant (5 °C is appropriate).

Moldflow automatically creates a cooling system. The 

cooling system based on the cooling ring processor is shown 

in Fig .3. In the original cooling system, the cooling pipe is 

divided into two upper and lower layers, each using 4 tubes 

with a diameter of 8 mm, which is connected by a plastic 

hose, and water fed from the left side of the pipe. Distance 

between channels center is 30mm, the distance between two 

cooling channels is 20 mm, and the distance to extend 

beyond part is 30mm. using cooling water as a cooling 

medium, the inlet temperature is 25 °C.

Fig 3. Cooling system                         

5.   SIMULATION ANALYSIS

5.1   Warpage analysis 

The warpage for a single -gate and two gates shown in Fig4 

the maximum warpage of a single-gate configuration is 

0.5830mm shown in Fig 4(a) and the maximum warpage of 

two gates configuration is 0.4651mm as shown in Fig 4(b) 

which are less than the single-gate warpage. Note that the 

single-gate design exceeded the allowable limit according to 

customer standards and allowed warpage should be less than 

5mm, during the results of analysis it is clear that the two 

gates design system configuration is better than the single-

gate design system configuration.

Fig4(a). Warpage for a single gate

      

  

Fig 4(b). Warpage for two gates

5.2   Air traps

Air traps are dependent mostly on the gating scheme design 

and geometry of the parts [15], certainly, it is a part defect 

that shows us a little bubble on the surface of the part and it 

generally formed by improper or cooling off by gas or air 

bubbles. That have formed inside that plastic, the result will 

be an imperfect product this Fig.5 show the distribution of 

bubbles on the part. This product has basic air holes on the 

surface of the charger cover so the gas can be discharge from 

the cavity during the injection process.

Fig5. Air traps
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   5.3   Weld lines

Weld lines in any a molded part by injection system, they 

are critical defects. The weld lines cannot be avoided when 

designing multiple gates in a molding, they should be 

positioned in the non-critical region [16].The structure of 

plastic parts should be reasonable and the thickness is 

moderate .The wall thickness should be even ,As shown in 

Fig.6 the result of the weld line superimposed on the fill 

time, the position at the last thin line of the weld mark is not 

clear on the outer part of the surface, there are stiffeners in 

the parts. Which will not affect the appearance and strength.

Fig. 6 Weld lines

6.   CONCLUSION

A design and optimization the gates location, cooling system 

and process parameters are designed Autodesk Mold flow 

2012 to simulates the filling of the charger upper cover 

.Through the analysis of both designs we obtained several 

results, the most important of these result is the warpages as 

shown in the Fig4(a,b) that double cavity mold with two 

gates on the side has less warpages than the double cavity 

with the single-gate of product .We have just improved the 

flow channel injection system and cooling system used the 

mold flow to simulates the filling of the charger upper cover 

so it is reasonable to get deformations, weld lines, and other 

defects those absolutely effect on the quality of product .This 

is not comprehensive analysis so we suggest that in the 

future determine the shape and layout of the mold through 

the location of the gates, cooling system passages design and 

parameters of the molding process ,should choose the melt 

temperature ,injection pressure and injection time to ensure 

lower deformations, void defects and improve product.
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